ECCK Compliance Forum
Compliance in Korea 2019: Trends, Challenges, and Technological
Innovations
Thursday, August 22, 2019, 16:30
Yulchon offices (38F Parnas Tower, 521 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu)

Event Outline
At this edition of the Compliance Forum we will address trends that effect corporate compliance in 2019 as well
as developments that will impact business in the foreseeable future. In light of its importance for the compliance
function, expert speakers will outline the current legal landscape and discuss how Korean prosecutors look at
corporate compliance efforts. The speakers will additionally discuss about how technology can more effectively
connect global companies’ compliance policies to local practices.

Event Details
Title: Compliance in Korea 2019: Trends, Challenges, and Technological Innovations
Date: Thursday, August 22, 2019
Time: 16:30 – 18:00 (Registration starts from 16:15)
Venue: Yulchon offices (38F Parnas Tower, 521 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu)

Speaker Profiles
Mr. Carl Im is a senior advisor at Yulchon. He received his B.A. in Physics from Caltech
and Ph.D. in Theoretical Physics from Stanford University. He worked for global
investment banks for more than 15 years, including Goldman Sachs in New York,
Tokyo and Hong Kong, and Merrill Lynch in Hong Kong and Tokyo.

Carl Im
Senior Advisor
Yulchon LLC

Carl’s company iolex.com, internet of law, makes augmented intelligence applications.
As the founder and the CEO, he has developed and patented an algorithmic approach
to corporate compliance risk management. As a senior adviser at Yulchon, he has been
driving Yulchon’s digital strategy, including the firm’s new website based on the
principles of “content-driven marketing” and “your business your way”.

Mr. Ki Young Kim is a partner at Yulchon and specializes in M&A and corporate law.
In addition to advising on a full range of insolvency and restructuring, overseas
investment, and antitrust matters, Ki Young leads Yulchon’s Healthcare Practice
Team.

Ki Young Kim
Partner
Yulchon LLC

Furthermore, he has extensive experience advising on antitrust and fair trade
matters. This includes cases on domestic and international merger control and filing,
unfair subsidies by major Korean conglomerates, abuse of status in trading,
domestic and international cartels and unfair trade practices.

Mr. Ki Young Kim is a partner in the Dispute Resolution Group at Yulchon. He
specialized in the category of cases referenced as ‘special investigation’, high-profile
corruption cases involving public figures and large corporations.

Yung Sang Lee
Partner
Yulchon LLC

Mr. Lee served as a prosecutor at the Ministry of Justice, Supreme Prosecutors’
Office and a number of district level Prosecutors’ Offices. Over a 15-year career as
a prosecutor, he accumulated unique and in-depth experience covering three major
areas of prosecutorial work, namely white collar investigation, criminal intelligence
and international cooperation.

Event Notes
- Kindly inform us of your attendance and cancellation by August 15, 2019.
- Please be aware that this event is opened only to Compliance officers of ECCK member companies.
- If you have any inquiry about this event, please contact Ms. Eunmin Kang (eunmin.kang@ecck.eu, 02-6261-2705).

